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Some artificial fishing flies try to imitate the fish's food at the different stages of
an insect's life. A good example is the Mayfly. They all have upright wings and
two or three long tails. There are five stages in the metamorphosis and life of the
mayfly: egg, nymph, dun, spinner, and spent. Mayflies are commonly called 'upwinged' flies. They are recognized as being the staple diet of the trout. They are
delicate insects with cylindrical bodies and two pairs of erect veined wings. Some
mayfly species can be found at almost anytime of the year but others emerge
only during certain times between the four month period from May to August. The
term 'Mayfly' applies to all these species and not just the flies that hatch in May.

This group of fly fishing flies is tied to imitate the natural insects of the order
Ephemeroptera. If you are saying that big word sounds Greek to me you would
be 100% correct. 'Ephemeros' is Greek for 'lasting a day' and 'pteron' means 'a
wing'. Most adults live less than a day and in some species they survive for only
a matter of minutes. There are 2,500 species in the world: 46 in the UK, 85 in
Australia and 611 in North America.
In a typical stream there may be a few hundred or a few thousand mayfly
nymphs per square yard/metre. Mayflies do not have any defenses against those

that prey on them. What they lack in defense they make up for in numbers. They
are an extremely important element of all freshwater fish's diets.
There are thousands of fly patterns tied to imitate these insects at the different
stages of their development. There is a lot of folklore and fishing jargon
surrounding these flies that confuses the beginner. The best advice when you
first start fly fishing is to ignore it all. Stop trying to match the natural insect with
an exact named representation. Unlike other insect groups mayflies all look very
similar and do much the same as other mayflies. Keep a range of imitations in
your fly box to cover the life cycle of these insects from aquatic nymph to the
spent dead mayfly floating on the water surface. Use the one that looks most like
your local flies.

THE MAYFLY 'NYMPH' STAGE
After hatching from the egg the nymph lives and feeds on the bottom. Some are
eaten at this stage by foraging trout. Nymphs are also taken as they swim
towards the surface. These can be found in ponds, streams, lakes and rivers.
They vary in appearance depending on the habitat they have adapted to live in.
Most have three tails. Some have long legs for swimming whilst those in faster
moving water have short strong legs for crawling.
THE MAYFLY 'DUN' STAGE
At the surface the 'dun' emerges from the nymph stage as it sheds it's old skin.
Although winged it is not yet sexually mature, and it must cast its skin one more
time to become a spinner. Mayflies are unique in having a pre-adult winged
stage. They are the only insects that molt again after they have developed
functional wings. This stage is called 'subimago' but more commonly known to fly

fishermen as the 'Dun' stage. The nymphs can molt between 12 to 50 times and
take over 2 years before they reach the adult stage. Fully grown nymphs rise to
the surface and molt into the 'subimago' or 'Dun' stage. This is the most
dangerous time for any mayfly as they are easy prey for fish from below and
dragon flies from above. To reduce the chances of any single animal being seen
or eaten mass emergences take place at dawn and dusk. The dull colored and
slightly hairy Dun subimago can be found fluttering to nearby vegetation.

THE MAYFLY ADULT 'SPINNER' STAGE
The final molt to the hairless, shiny-winged adult form takes place a couple of
minutes after emerging or a couple of days after. The adults are known as
'spinners' and their main task is to mate in the little time they have left. Males die
shortly after mating and the females die after laying her eggs. After mating the
female drops egg masses into the water. Some species land on the water
surface to perform this function where they are sucked up by hungry waiting
trout. Other females enter the water and swim down to attach their eggs to
submerged objects.
THE MAYFLY ADULT 'SPENT' STAGE
The dead and dying mayflies are called 'spent' spinners. They are easy prey for
the trout.

FISHING WITH MAYFLIES
Mid spring is when you start to see the first hatches of mayflies as the
temperature gets warmer. Look in the shallows as the water will be the first to
reach the correct temperature to encourage the hatch. Look for the floating
nymph drift along on the surface as it emerges and then suddenly flies off after
it’s wings have dried. This is the danger time for the insect. If this event has
caught the eye of a trout it will rise and slurp it greedily down in an instant. Try an
emerging nymph pattern, suspender buzzer, or dry fly that matches the hatching
insect in colour.
If the trout are ignoring the action on the surface they may be taking the mature
rising nymphs just before they hatch. This is a very common situation in the early
days of the first hatchings. It is as if the size of the newly hatched insects
intimidate the trout. It can take a couple of days before they start feasting on
them so it is a good idea to concentrate on the rising nymph imitation rather than
the emerging mayfly dun. These fish are not preoccupied with one specific insect
so try a gold bead head gold ribbed hare’s ear nymph. Fish it slowly on a floating
line near the area of the hatchings. The trout will see the gentle rising action on
the retrieve as a nymph floating to the surface to hatch. With patience it should
get a strike. Alternatively try a normal gold ribbed hares ear cast at 45%
upstream and left float with the stream without any retrieve until it has swung
right past your position. Hopefully this should look to a hungry trout like an insect
floating on the surface just about to hatch
Why do we call mayflies, mayflies? In my experience it is June that is the best
month for these insects. Juneflies does sound quite correct does it? (Australian,
New Zealand and South American Fly fishers would call them Novemberflies or
Decemberflies and that sounds even stranger!) In your rush to get involved early
in the annual sport of Mayfly fly fishing, first stop and use your eyes. Are the trout
taking the new hatching duns or are they slurping the smaller black gnats, caenis

or other local insects that tend to swarm at this time of the year. Tie on the Black
Gnat fly or similar imitation to match local conditions. There will be many days
later in the month where a mayfly imitation would be more successful. Then
again use your eyes before casting. Look in the water for the amount of
discarded shucks, the old nymph skin, floating in the water. Look under the
leaves of the bushes on the side of the river bank and hunt for the adult mayflies.
Then select your fly that best matches them.

